
 

This document is the initial proposal for the allocation of premises 
approved by the Financial Committee in its meeting 5/2020 (on 26 
May). This version is sent to organisations for comments for the 
duration of the summer. The Financial Committee will decide on the 
actual proposal in its next meeting in the autumn and then take it to 
HYY’s Board for confirmation. 

We received a total of 158 applications in the 2020 allocation of premises. The majority of 
organisations applying for premises had been at least relatively satisfied with their current 
premises, which was reflected by most of them applying to continue in their current premises. 
As usual, this allocation round could not be carried out without making any changes, as the 
applications of new organisations recently accepted to operate under HYY forced us to 
reconsider the composition of certain facility complexes to some extent. 

Most of the changes we made were small. One of the issues we had to consider very carefully 
in the allocation of premises was the joint application of ten organisations operating in Viikki 
for premises in the New Student House, and the Financial Committee had a long discussion 
on this particular topic. In the discussion, we considered the benefits of placing the 
organisations from Viikki in the New Student House in relation to the operating conditions 
of organisations already operating in the New Student House. In the end, we concluded that, 
unfortunately, placing these organisations in the New Student House would not functionally 
serve them to the same extent that it would complicate the operations of organisations 
already operating in the New Student House. 

This initial proposal is not the final allocation of premises. Organisations may comment on 
the initial proposal until 11.59 pm on 31 August. The comments made by the organisations 
will be compiled and summarised for the Financial Committee, which will, in its meeting on 
10 September, make a decision on proposing the allocation of premises to the Board for 



 

 

confirmation. This means that organisations still have the opportunity to express their views 
and opinions directly to the Financial Committee during the summer. Instructions for making 
comments can be found on HYY’s website in the announcement on the allocation of premises. 

Below, we have listed HYY’s organisational premises categorised by building as well as the 
justifications for the allocation in each of them. For any further information, please contact 
Chair of the Financial Committee Taavi Heikkilä. 

6th floor 

Osakuntalainen unioni 
Opiskelijakansantanssijat 
OYV 
SavO 
SOL 
SOSSu 
VSO 

Justifications: 
The administration of the premises works extremely well and is very active despite the lower 
number of members. Savolainen osakunta and its clubs SOL and SOSSu left a joint 
application, and the other organisations on the floor applied to continue in the premises 
independently. 

 

5th floor 5. krs – Humanistiklusteri 



 

Humanisticum 
Aistimus 
Aksentti 
Aspekti 
Bouffe 
Divina Compagnia 
Eidos 
Fibula 
Historicus 
Humanistispeksi 
HYYn Elokuvaryhmä 
Karavaani 
Katharsis 
Konteksti 
Kouki 
Kronos 

Lycksalighetens ö 
Mythos 
Nefa Helsinki 
Orbis 
Origo 
Putkinotko 
Rupla 
Saga 
Sasha 
Setenta 
Siula 
SUB 
Symposion 
Synkooppi 
Umlaut

Justifications: 
In terms of the number of organisations and events, Humanistiklusteri is the second-largest 
of all our clusters. With the exception of Lycksalighetens ö (which applied for the premises 
independently), the arts organisations left a joint application to continue in the premises. 
The only change to the previous situation is Repliikki moving to other premises and the new 
organisation Orbis replacing it. The administration of the premises has been commendable, 
and there is no reason to oppose the organisations continuing in the premises.  

 

4th floor left – Nypolen 

StudOrg 
SNÄF 
Åbo Nation 
ÅSFH 
ÖFN 



 

 

Hyrsky 
Akateeminen pöytälätkäyhdistys (Pöly) (Storage space, just like up to now) 

Justifications: 
The Swedish-language organisations of Nypolen left a joint application for the premises. 
There have been individual mistakes regarding the use of the premises in previous years but, 
so far, nothing serious enough to support breaking up the complex. Akateeminen viiniseura 
has been moved from the premises to the Alexander cluster because of synergy benefits and 
the fact that the new premises correspond to the club’s needs better. Hyrsky ry is replacing 
the wine club, as its needs are well suited to Nypolen. Akateeminen pöytälätkäyhdistys may 
also continue using a few cabinets in the premises as storage space just like it has done up to 
now. 

 

 

4th floor right 

ESO 
TYT 
EOL 
 
Justifications: 
ESO and TYT left a joint application to continue in the premises. Even though there has been 
some friction between the organisations before, they are both motivated to develop their 
facility practices and work on a long-term coexistence in the premises. EOL also applied to 
continue in the premises, and as it is ESO’s club, it is natural to place the two in the same 
premises. 

 

3rd floor - Kannuklusteri 



 

Kannunvalajat 
Dilemma 
FinMUN 
HYAL 
HYYHY 
ISHA Helsinki 
CISSI 
Keho 
Konstruktio 
Kontakti 
KTTO 
Kumous 
Mana 

Media 
Polho 
Politicus 
Valta 
Status 
Stigma 
Stydi 
Taso 
VOO 
Valtsikan Speksi 
KansY 
HELP

 

Justifications: 
Kannunvalajat, the other organisations of the Faculty of Social Sciences and HYYHY left a 
joint application to continue in the premises. HYAL and FinMUN also applied to continue in 
the premises. No such activities that would support moving the organisations elsewhere has 
occurred during the previous allocation period. OSY and HYKY, which have previously been 
placed in the premises, did not apply for premises at all. As a change to the previous situation, 
Moodi ry was not allocated premises from Kannuklusteri and has instead received premises 
from Christina Regina as a part of a joint application there. This is mainly due to the pressure 
on the premises of the New Student House as well as the high level of facility needs. KansY 
and HELP were placed in the premises as new organisations, as the premises are well suited 
for their needs, especially regarding meetings in mornings and daytime. 

 

Christina Regina 



 

Matlu 
Helsingin yliopiston kemistit (HYK) 
Kumpulan Speksi 
Limes 
MaO 
Matrix 
Meridiaani 

Moodi 
Resonanssi 
Symbioosi 
Synop 
TKO-äly 
Vasara 
Symbioosin kuoro 

 

Justifications: 
The organisations that have been operating in the premises left a joint application to continue 
in the premises in which they have operated since the building was completed. Their 
operations have been very active, and in terms of the number of events, it is the most active 
cluster in HYY. No need to change the composition there. Compared to the previous 
allocation period, some changes have taken place due to a couple of organisations (Geysir, 
EGEA Helsinki) not operating under HYY anymore and Mesta ry not applying for premises in 
this allocation round. Symbioosin kuoro is coming to the premises as a new organisation – 
the choir operating in the same premises as Symbioosi seems natural. Throughout the current 
allocation period, the organisations operating in the premises have conducted themselves in 
a first-rate manner in the administration of the premises and in their commitment to 
developing the premises, which also supports approving the application as is, thus placing 
the organisations in the premises they applied for. 

 

Gustavus Rex 

Condus 
AEGEE-Helsinki 
Aikuiskasvatuksen Kilta 
Didacta 
Ebe 
Erikeepperi 
Foni 

HAO 
HyEro 
Intelligenzia 
Kompleksi 
Kopeda 
Käsitys 
Peduca 



 

 

Penkereen Speksi 
Phenomena

Justifications: 
The organisations have left a joint application applying to continue in the premises in which 
they have operated since the building was completed. Their operation has been active, and 
they have dealt with the administration very well – no reason to change the composition. The 
only changes to the previous allocation of premises is in the changed names of the 
organisations. 

 

Ulrika 

A-ryhmä 
Animalian opiskelijaryhmä 
Helsingin yliopiston Attac 
HYMY 
HYRMY 
Helmut 

HYTKY 
HYY:n Vihreät 
Opiskelijoiden oikeutta eläimille 
Sitoutumaton vasemmisto 
Elokapina 
Students of Colour 

 

Justifications: 
The organisations did not leave a joint application, but the organisations operating in the 
premises have still each expressed their desire to continue to operate in the premises. 
Elokapina and Students of Colour would enter the premises as new organisations, both 
being societally active organisations and thus likely to get settled in the group, which surely 
shares the values of both organisations. Both have also requested premises from the Domus 
Gaudium area, Elokapina specifically from Ulrika. 

 

Alexander 
 
Akateeminen Olutseura 



 

 

Hyvät Martat 
Karjalainen Osakunta 
Kymenlaakson Osakunta 
Wiipurilainen Osakunta 
Wiipurilaisen Osakunnan Laulajat 
Akateeminen viiniseura 

Justifications: 
Akateeminen viiniseura would be coming to the premises as a new organisation, moving from 
Nypolen. This move is considered to improve the cooperation opportunities of the 
organisations, especially with Hyvät Martat and Akateeminen Olutseura, but also with 
student nations, as similar cooperation has existed previously, too. In addition to this, the 
wine club’s request for a good hall and kitchen are well realised in Alexander. Otherwise, the 
cluster’s composition would remain as it is. The student nations and WiOL left a joint 
application, while Hyvät Martat and Akateeminen Olutseura left their own joint application 
for the premises. The premises have been extremely well administered. 

 

Hedda Gabler (“pupu”) 

ARU 
Biosfääri 
EKY 
Helix 
Helsinki Debating Society 
HYDE (varastotilaa) 
Lipidi 
MMYL 
MYY 
Pykälä ( storage space for Pykälä’s spex) 

(varastotilaa Pykälän speksille) 
Sampsa 
Svenska Naturvetarklubben 
Thespians Anonymous 
VEKE 
Viikki-Speksi 
VITA 
Vuorovaikeutus 
Äänenkannattajat 



 

 
Justifications: 
We decided to place the joint application group consisting of MMYL, Biosfääri and their 
member organisations in Hedda Gabler. In addition to this, organisations placed in the 
premises will mainly include the organisations that have already been using the premises, 
while EKY and HYDE will join as new organisations, the latter mostly needing storage space. 

The Financial Committee discussed the placement of the joint application organisations 
extensively and at length. The conclusion was that current challenges with the use of 
premises, such as a certain inflexibility with reservations, along with challenges related to the 
facilities themselves, such as dividing the premises in a suitable manner, can better be 
resolved in some other way than placing the organisations in the New Student House. 

The most notable counterarguments for placing the organisations in the New Student House 
were the challenges related to regular reservations, the impossibility of placing the 
organisations in the New Student House together and the effects on the operating conditions 
of organisations already operating in the New Student House. The challenges related to the 
regular reservations that were mentioned in the joint application would not go away at the 
New Student House – they would either stay the same or get worse. The wish to be placed in 
the same premises that was mentioned in the joint application was not possible at the New 
Student House due to the limited space available in the premises and the activity. The issue 
of location would have been the only request that could have been granted by placing the 
organisations in the New Student House. However, the Financial Committee was also forced 
to note that due to the fire safety limits and limited space at the New Student House, placing 
such a large number of organisations in the New Student House would not have been sensible 
without moving entire clusters away from there. From the perspective of encouraging 
organisations to plan their operations in the long term, moving functional cluster complexes 
elsewhere or breaking them up was not considered sensible either. 

The Financial Committee acknowledges the challenges caused by the location of 
Mechelininkatu 3D for the organisations of Viikki but, in the end, had to conclude that other 
current problems with facilities could better be solved with other measures and thus decided 
to propose the joint application organisations to be placed in Hedda Gabler contrary to the 
organisations’ own wishes. Several theoretically possible alternatives for placing them in the 



 

 

New Student House were discussed, but the Financial Committee saw more negatives in these 
options than in the model chosen for this proposal. 

In the long term, the solution to issues related to premises that would best meet these needs 
would be for HYY’s operating finances to have more organisational premises in its use than 
at present. To serve the organisations of Viikki, some should be located in Viikki. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to influence this within the framework of the premises 
currently available for the allocation of premises. 

 

Jo March (“kissa”) 

Alter Ego 
ESN Uni Helsinki 
HÄKKI 
Helsngin yliopisto salamurhaajat (HYS) 
Helsingin yliopiston science fiction klubi (HYSFK) 
Opiskelijavinokkaat (OVI) 
Pääkaupunkiseudun eurooppanuoret 
Repliikki 
Uniriders 
YliGo 
Yliopiston anime ja manga (YAMA) 

Justifications: 
Many of the organisations operating in Jo March left a joint application to continue in the 
premises. The administration of the premises has worked well, and the operations have been 
active, which makes approving the application justified. ESN Uni Helsinki applied for 
premises from the New Student House, but we were not able to offer them suitable premises 
from there. Repliikki was placed here as a new organisation after requesting accessible 
premises. 



 

 

Säätämö 
Prologi 

Studio & darkroom 
Ylioppilaskamerat 

Justifications: 
The premises are not suitable for several organisations nor for the use of any other 
organisations, which means that Prologi and Ylioppilaskamerat retain the premises they have 
been using. 

 

Separate storage facilities: 

2B54: Helmut 

2B53: Akateeminen puhallinorkesteriyhdistys 

2B47: Valtsikan Speksi 

B001: HYTKY 

Justifications: 
There are more organisations that need storage space than we have storage space to allocate. 
In the allocation of storage space, we emphasised organisations who are losing their previous 
storage space and/or for whom the storage space is especially important. Storage space B001 
was not in the original list for premises to be allocated, as we were not aware of its existence 
at that point due to the information on storage spaces having been lost. This space would be 
allocated to HYTKY, whose equipment would otherwise take up an unreasonable amount of 
space in the Ulrika cluster. HYTKY has also used the premises during the previous allocation 



 

 

period. A-ryhmä also applied for storage space, but unfortunately, we were not able to grant 
them any this time. 

 

 
Application for premises rejected as unjustified 

Sitoutumaton vasemmisto (Representative Council group) 
HYYn vihreät (Representative Council group) 

Justifications: The background organisations of the Representative Council groups applied 
for premises, and they are being allocated some in this proposal. For this reason, these 
applications are formally rejected as unjustified. We will, however, discuss the groups’ needs 
for premises with the groups and will try to meet their needs for meeting space by means 
outside the allocation of premises. 

 

Organisations that have previously had premises but did not apply for premises now: 

Karateseura Honbu 
EKYn speksi 
Studentteatern (varastotila) 
BAFFU 
Autonomiset Opiskelijat (AutOp) 
Mesta 
Opiskelijoiden sos. dem. yhdistys OSY 
HYKY 
CSSA-UH 
ELSA Helsinki 


